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ABSTRACT
With the standard approach for establishing multicast connections
over a network, network nodes are utilized to forward and duplicate
the packets received over the incoming links. Recently, there has
been a significant interest in a novel paradigm of network coding.
Network coding generalizes the traditional routing approach by al-
lowing the network nodes to generate new packets by performing
algebraic operations on packets received over the incoming links. It
has been shown that network coding can increase the throughput of
multicast communication. In this paper, we explore the benefits of
network coding for improving the routing characteristics of VLSI
designs. We demonstrate that when data has to be routed across the
IC, it is often beneficial to perform network coding. Initial results
demonstrate that network coding can result in a healthy reduction
in wire length, wire area, interconnect power as well as the active
area associated with the interconnects. This comes at a small delay
penalty.

1. INTRODUCTION
The standard approach for implementing multicast connections

over a network is to forward or duplicate packets at the intermedi-
ate network nodes. This approach requires establishing a Steiner
tree (trees) that connects the source node with the terminal nodes.
In a typical scenario where data has to be multicast over a network,
we utilize network nodes to simply forward and duplicate incom-
ing messages. Recently, there has been considerable interest in a
novel technique of network coding [1] that allows the intermedi-
ate nodes to generate new packets by performing algebraic oper-
ations on packets received over the incoming links. The network
coding technique generalizes the traditional routing approach and
requires more powerful network nodes, which have the capabil-
ity of performing encoding. It has been shown [2, 3] that network
coding can result in a significant increase in the throughput of mul-
ticast connections, compared to the traditional routing approach.
In particular, the coding advantage, i.e., the gain in the through-
put achievable by using network coding has been shown to be as
large as Ω((log(n)/ log log n)2) and Ω(

√
k) [2, 3], where n is the
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number of nodes and k is the number of terminals in the network.
In this paper, we explore the applicability of network coding for

improving routing characteristics of VLSI designs. Many signals in
a VLSI chip can be viewed as instances of multicast communica-
tion. Any signal with a fanout of more than one is, in the most gen-
eral sense, an example of multicast communication within an IC.
However, not all such on-chip multicast instances may benefit from
network coding. Since network coding requires additional coding
logic in the network, the on-chip applicability of such a technique
is somewhat hampered for situations where wires are short. This
is because the overhead due to the coding logic may overshadow
the gains obtained by wire-length reductions. Scenarios where net-
work coding may be beneficial on-chip occur in the routing of mul-
ticast signals using long buses. For bus routing in current day ICs,
buffer insertion [4] is required for reducing the wiring delay. With
decreasing feature size, the amount of power consumed by inter-
connects exceeds that consumed by logic [4, 5]. If network coding
was used in such scenarios, the additional logic area required for
performing encoding can be effectively negligible compared to the
traditional routing case. In addition, the wire-length reduction ob-
tained due to network coding yields a power reduction as well.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
There has been significant interest in the area of network coding

in recent times [3, 6–11]. These papers have addressed important
network coding related topics such as network capacity, algorithms
for network coding, network information flow, coding advantage,
etc.

Establishing efficient multicast connections is one of the central
problems in network coding. In the multicast network coding prob-
lem a source s needs to deliver h symbols to a set T of k terminals
over the underlying communication graph G. It was shown in [1]
and [12] that the capacity of the network, i.e., the maximum num-
ber of packets that can be sent between s and T per time unit, is
equal to the minimum size of a cut that separates the source s from
a terminal t ∈ T . Specifically, a source s can send h symbols to all
terminals T if and only if the total capacity of all edges in any cut
that separates s and t ∈ T is at least h. Li et al. [12] proved that
linear network codes are sufficient for achieving the capacity of the
network. In a subsequent work, Koetter and Médard [13] devel-
oped an algebraic framework for network coding. This framework
was used by Ho et al. [14] to show that linear network codes can
be efficiently constructed through a randomized algorithm. Jaggi
et al. [11] proposed a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for
finding feasible network codes for multicast networks.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first paper to
explore the applicability of network coding in the VLSI context.
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3. PRELIMINARIES AND TERMINOLOGY
The interconnection network is represented by a directed graph

G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E the set of edges in
G. We assume that each edge e ∈ E is of unit capacity, (i.e., can
transmit one symbol per time unit). A cut of the graph G = (V, E)
is a partition (V1, V2) of V (V1, V2 ⊆ V , V2 = V \ V1). We say
that a cut (V1, V2) separates node s from node t if s ∈ V1 and
t ∈ V2. The size of a cut (V1, V2) is equal to the number of edges
that connect nodes in V1 to nodes in V2.

Our goal is to establish a multicast connection between the source
node s ∈ V and a set T ⊂ V of terminals. The connection must
transmit h symbols per time unit to any terminal ti ∈ T . We as-
sume that each symbol is an element of a finite field Σ.

DEFINITION 1 (INTEGER NETWORK CODE F(N)). A network
code for multicast network (G(V, E), s, T, h) is defined by the set
of encoding functions F(N) = {fe | e ∈ E}. If e(v, u) is an out-
going edge of the source node s, then fe is a mapping from Σh to
Σ. Otherwise, fe is a mapping from Σdin(v) to Σ, where din is the
input degree of node v.

The encoding function fe of e(v, u) determines the symbol trans-
mitted on edge e for any possible combination of the symbols avail-
able at the source (if v = s) or received over the incoming edges
of v (if v 6= s). We focus on linear network codes F(N), i.e.,
for each e ∈ E the encoding function fe is a linear function over
Σ. With linear network coding, each symbol transmitted over edge
e ∈ E is a linear combination of the h symbols available at source
s over finite field Σ. A network code F(N) is said to be feasible
if for each destination node t ∈ T , there exists a decoding func-
tion gt : Σdin(t) 7→ Σh that enables each destination to decode the
original packets transmitted by the source node s, where din(t) is
the input degree of node t.

It was shown in [1] and [12] that the maximum rate h achievable
by a multicast connection between source s and set T of terminals
is equal to the minimum size of a cut that separates source s and
a terminal t ∈ T . Menger’s theorem [15] implies that a minimum
size of a cut that separates s and t is equal to the maximum num-
ber of edge-disjoint paths between s and t. Thus, any multicast
network that sends h symbols from s to T must include h edge-
disjoint paths between s and each terminal t ∈ T .

4. OUR APPROACH
We first present an algorithm due to [11] that receives as input

an acyclic coding network N(G, s, T, h) and computes a feasible
integer network code for N over a field of size k = |T |. This
algorithm can be used to find encoding functions for all edges of an
arbitrary network.

The algorithm has two stages. In the first stage, we find, for each
terminal ti ∈ T , a set Pi of h disjoint paths between s and ti. In the
second stage, we visit each node v of the graph G and determine
the encoding function of all outgoing edges of v. We visit the edges
in topological order, which ensures that when edge e is visited, the
encoding functions are already determined for all edges leading to
e. The encoding function of each edge e ∈ E is chosen in such a
way that all terminals that lie downstream of e receive h linearly
independent symbols.1

The algorithm maintains the following data structures for each
terminal t ∈ T :
1It was shown in [11] that such an encoding function exists if the
finite field is sufficiently large (greater than the number of termi-
nals).

ALGORITHM NETCOD (N(G, s, T, h)).
Input: N - a multicast network;
1 Insert a new source s′ into V
2 Insert h parallel edges {e1, . . . , eh} in E

between s′ and s;
3 for each terminal ti ∈ T do
4 Let Pi be a set of edge-disjoint paths between s and ti

5 for each edge ej ∈ {e1, . . . , eh} do
6 bej

= [0j−1, 1, 0h−j ]

7 for each terminal ti ∈ T do
8 Cti

= {e1, . . . , eh}
9 Bti

= {be1
, . . . , beh

}
10 for vertex v ∈ V \ {s} in topological order

towards T do
11 for each outgoing edge e of v do
12 for each terminal ti ∈ T do
13 Let e′i be the edge that precedes e on a path

p ∈ Pi between s and ti

14 Choose a linear encoding function fe such that
for each terminal ti ∈ T it holds that
(Bt \ {be′

i
}) ∪ {be} is a set of linearly independent

vectors, where be = fe(be′

1
, . . . , be′

din
v

)

15 for each terminal ti ∈ T do
16 Bti

← (Bti
\ {be′

i
}) ∪ {be}

17 Cti
← (Cti

\ {e′i}) ∪ {be}

Figure 1: Algorithm NETCOD

1. A set Ct ∈ E that includes the most recently processed edge
for each path p ∈ Pi.

2. A set Bt that includes the linear combinations (of the original
packets) transmitted by edges in Ct.

The algorithm maintains the following invariant.

INVARIANT 1. At any step of the algorithm, each set Bt, t ∈ T
contains h linearly independent vectors.

This invariant ensures that each terminal t ∈ T receives a set of lin-
early independent vectors, which, in turn, ensures that each termi-
nal is able to decode the symbols sent by the source node s. The de-
tailed description of the algorithm appears in Figure 1. The compu-
tational complexity of the algorithm is O(|E|kh+|V |k2h2(k+h))
[7, 11].

In a typical network coding application, an underlying commu-
nication graph G represents the connectivity of the sources, sinks,
and intermediate nodes. Whenever different packets are received
at an intermediate node, a network coding opportunity presents it-
self. As such, in an IC, routes with fanout greater than or equal to
two present network coding opportunities, when they run alongside
other similar routes. The most common scenario in an IC where
network coding may be applied is one in which h wires (or buses)
are to be multicast to a set T of k terminals. Consider a modern
microprocessor IC. The instruction and data buses represent two
multicast sources (h = 2). These buses are routed to a set T of k
functional units, all of which require the information of both buses.
The detailed routing of the instruction and data buses can be consid-
ered to induce a graph G, with nodes at the following locations:
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• The positions of the source and sink nodes.
• The endpoints of routing segments of one or more multicast trees

which overlap (i.e., run in parallel).
An example is shown in Figure 2 (i), which shows the decoded

instruction (I) and data (D) buses routed to two terminal locations
t1 and t2. The induced graph G is shown in Figure 2 (ii). Note
that the instruction and data buses have an overlapping segment
(i.e., parallel segment) along the middle of the chip. This induces
two intermediate nodes A and B in G. In particular, the node A
receives different signals along its two incoming edges. Hence this
presents a network coding opportunity. Figure 2 (iii) illustrates how
this network coding opportunity is utilized, to yield a design with
smaller wire-length and routing area. In this figure, node A receives
i and d, but computes and forwards i⊕ d. As a consequence:
• Sink t1 receives i and i ⊕ d, from which both i and d can be

retrieved, as required.
• Sink t2 receives d and i ⊕ d, from which both i and d can be

retrieved, as required.
• The total wire-length is reduced, since the two separate i and d

wires in Figure 2 (ii) are replaced by one wire in Figure 2 (iii).
This reduces chip area and routing congestion as well.
In general, several important nets (and buses) in an IC form

such multicast trees. When their routing is considered, we can
extract the induced connectivity graph G. We then apply the Al-
gorithm NETCOD on the graph G, to derive the logic at a coding
node.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We demonstrate the efficacy of network coding in the IC routing

context by applying the technique to two representative test case
designs. For each test case, we assumed a 0.1µm BPTM [16] pro-
cess, with VDD = 1.2V. Each test case was a chip, with dimensions
1cm × 1cm. We considered two buses (the decoded instruction
bus which is driven by the instruction decode unit, and the data
bus which is driven from the data cache). Buses were routed on
METAL3 and METAL4, and bus wires were 0.5µm wide in all
cases. The topology of each test case is shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Each test case consists of the dark wires representing the instruction
decode bus, and the light wires representing the data bus.

(i) Without Network Coding (ii) With Network Coding

Blockage

Blockage

Blockage

IDECODE DCACHE

Blockage

ALU−1 ALU−2

Blockage Blockage

Blockage

Blockage

Blockage

(FPU)

DCACHE

Blockage

ALU−1 ALU−2

Blockage Blockage

IDECODE

(FPU)

Figure 3: Test Case 1

Figures 3 (i) and 4 (i) represent the traditional routing scenario
for the I and D buses. In Figure 3, both buses are required at three

(ii) With Network Coding (i) Without Network Coding 

MULTIPLY
FP

DCACHEIDECODE

FP
DIVIDE

REGISTER
FILE

BUFFER
REORDER

INTERFACE
BUS ALU

MULTIPLY
FP

DCACHEIDECODE

FP
DIVIDE

REGISTER
FILE

BUFFER
REORDER

INTERFACE
BUS ALU

Figure 4: Test Case 2

sinks – the two ALUs and the FPU. In Figure 4, both the buses
are required at the ALU, the FP divider and the Reorder buffer.
Figures 3 (ii) and 4 (ii) represent the same design, after network
coding. Note that the I and D buses have run in parallel through
the center of the die, allowing a network coding opportunity. The
coding logic is represented as a circle, and in each case, this logic
computes the bit-wise XOR of the I and D buses. Note that in
Figures 3 (ii) and 4 (ii), only a single bus is transmitted through the
center of the chip. Hence there is a saving in the total wire-length
of the buses, as well as in the total chip area (even though there is
a slight increase in active area due to the presence of coding nodes
in Figures 3 (ii) and 4 (ii)). Also, routing congestion is eased as
well. After network coding, only one bus (rather than the two buses
required without network coding) is driven through the center of the
chip. The removal of the one bus helps achieve a power reduction
due to the reduced capacitance and due to the removal of the buffers
on the bus. Finally, the delay of the test cases shown in Figures 3
(ii) and 4 (ii) is only minimally higher than that of their traditionally
routed counterparts. This is because long interconnect in present-
day VLSI ICs typically dominate delays, and a small increase in
logic delay in the interconnect path therefore has a negligible delay
consequence.

The results for both test cases are presented in Tables 1 and 2. In
these tables, the first column represents the routing style. The quan-
tities of the remaining columns, and their units are self-explanatory.
Table 1 represents results for test case 1, while Table 1 represents
the results for test case 2. We note that for the two test cases, net-
work coding results in a reduced power of between 7% and 8.5%.
There is also a reduction in total wire length and area (which are in
the range of 6% to 10%. Active area of the logic associated with the
bus drivers drops by between 2% and 2.5% after network coding.
This is because the reduction in wire-length results in a reduction
in the number of buffers required, yielding a lower active area (in
spite of the fact that the network coding requires additional logic).
Finally, network coding results in a small delay penalty in the bus
(of about 2% to 3%). This is because of the additional delay result-
ing from the coding operation. However, since the delay of buses is
dominated by interconnect, the impact of this increase is minimal,
as column 3 illustrates. Overall, network coding provides an im-
provement in power, wire length and area, at a small delay penalty.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In networking and communication, when data is to be multicast

over a network, the nodes are typically utilized to perform forward-
ing and duplication of their incoming messages. In recent times,
there has been considerable interest in utilizing the network nodes
to perform coding (i.e., to perform more operations than simple
forwarding and duplication). This is broadly referred to as network
coding. In this paper, we explored the utility of network coding to
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Figure 2: Generating the graph G for an IC

Wire Wire Active
Power Delay length Area Area

Style (mW) (ps) (µm) (µm2) (µm2)
No coding 1.376 3016.73 50000 25000 35.0
Ntk coding 1.258 3116.37 45000 22500 34.14

Gain 8.58% -3.3% 10% 10% 2.46%

Table 1: Results for Test Case 1

Wire Wire Active
Power Delay length Area Area

Style (mW) (ps) (µm) (µm2) (µm2)
No coding 1.378 3774.75 65000 32500 45.5
Ntk coding 1.284 3854.14 60000 30500 44.64

Gain 6.82% -2.1% 6.15% 6.15% 1.89%

Table 2: Results for Test Case 2

improve routing characteristics for VLSI designs. From our exper-
iments, we observe that network coding, when applied to buses in
a modern IC, can result in a decrease in interconnect power, wiring
length and area, as well as active area associated with the bus logic.
There is a slight increase in delay associated with network coding.
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